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Overview. My research has included work both in academia at the MIT Computer Science and 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) and in industry at a research and development ori-
ented startup company as the lead developer and head of experimental features.
Intellectual Merit. The experiences provided exposure to preeminent research communities and 
taught me how to combine ideas from related fields. My research has been unified by a common 
purpose to develop intelligent software that helps users capably interact with computer interfaces 
and effectively retrieve, understand, and share information.
Broader Impacts. My research experiences along with volunteer tutoring for two MIT organiza-
tions that strive to bridge the digital divide demonstrated to me the broad impact this area of re-
search can achieve via computer interfaces that adapt to the differences in goals and abilities of 
users across the board.
Undergraduate Research: Intelligent recommendation agent for a conversational system 
Spoken Language Systems group (SLS), MIT CSAIL, 2006-2007
Advisors: Dr. James Glass and graduate student at the time Dr. Alexander Gruenstein 
     The focus of SLS is to create conversational interfaces that enable humans to interact with 
computers via naturally spoken language. My project improved the user experience of a system 
that gives restaurant information in response to spoken user inquiries. I accomplished this by cre-
ating a user profiling and recommendation agent to provide inquiry and restaurant suggestions.
     A user profile was initially created by stereotyping based on incidental variables, and sub-
sequent user interaction details such as communication style and inquiry topic were mined to 
continuously model user type, behavior, preferences, and goals. This information was used to 
provide user-relevant inquiry suggestions, and once a user made an inquiry her profile was used 
to filter query results and recommend particular restaurants.
     User studies determined how prominent presented recommendations should be and when the 
user was most receptive to receiving them. Evaluations also indicated that the appearance of 
identical recommendations caused a negative reaction, so selection from a pre-written suggestion 
pool was replaced with a context-free grammar to mimic natural and familiar human speech.
     This project transformed an initial curiosity and penchant for user interface design into a con-
crete knowledge base and skill set and defined my sphere of interest to be user modeling for ad-
aptive interfaces and scenario-oriented software agents.
Undergraduate Research: Adaptable, detail-limited diagrams for code understanding
Haystack group, MIT CSAIL, 2006-2007 
Advisors: Professor David Karger and graduate student at the time Dr. Vineet Sinha
     Relo is an Eclipse plug-in designed to help programmers explore and better understand their 
code by illustrating information relationships in interactive visualizations based on Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) class diagrams.
     I first researched how the level of detail shown in a diagram affected comprehension, defined 
default levels of information detail, and improved diagram adaptability by developing new ways 
for the user to directly manipulate the amount, kind, and organization of information displayed. 
This addressed the challenge of ensuring that diagrams do not become unmanageably large, 
overwhelmingly cluttered, or as difficult to understand as the code they represent.
     Additionally, I researched how diagrams can illustrate not only present states of information 
but also its evolution. I conducted user studies to determine how developers document or version 
code and used the results to formalize and implement documentation in the form of diagrams. 
My implementation incorporated versioning, outdated information flagging, and preliminary 
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work on automatic diagram updating to maintain documentation-code consistency.
     This research exposed me to semantic data, its representation as RDF, and its presentation via 
concept diagrams. Particularly helpful were group discussions and brainstorming sessions with 
doctoral students and their advisors where I contributed ideas, practiced how to present ideas and 
proposals, and learned how to take and use suggestions and critiques.
Research in Industry: Architexa, Inc., 2007-present
     Relo’s spin-off is Architexa. Our mission is to research and develop methods to help de-
velopers better understand and discuss their own and foreign codebases. The focus primarily cen-
ters around UML-based visualizations. Architexa was recently a finalist in MassChallenge, the 
largest global start-up competition, judged on criteria such as technology, feasibility, and overall 
impact. At Architexa, I am the lead developer, head of experimental features, and the driving 
force behind all research projects. I have had papers published by academic conferences such as 
OOPSLA and long talks accepted by industry conferences such as EclipseCon. I have also 
presented demonstrations and posters. My work is largely done independently and has taught me 
how to do long term self-guided research. I mentor and supervise team members, which has 
sharpened my communication, leadership, and collaboration skills. The following projects 
demonstrate my research accomplishments at Architexa. The list is not meant to be all-inclusive.
     My first project investigated ways to assist users during the initial phase of codebase compre-
hension. I developed analyzers that determine code concepts and agents that provide code attrib-
ute clouds, faceted refinement navigation, and similarity detection in order to facilitate high level 
understanding and suggest important code spots to explore.
     I have spearheaded a project to visualize code behavior, flow, and logic. I designed and imple-
mented a new type of diagram based on UML sequence diagrams by formalizing code behavior 
concepts, creating novel graphical representations of such information, and developing new ways 
for the user to interactively explore a diagram. A major challenge was ensuring that a diagram 
representing a complex codebase did not become overwhelmingly large. I defined the compon-
ents to be automatically condensed or filtered entirely, conveyed information simply through po-
sitioning or unobtrusive visual indicators, and created new browsing techniques to allow users to 
easily compress and hide components or expand compacted components to view details.
     I have investigated effective integration of understanding plug-ins into a development envir-
onment, created intelligence capable of automatic generation of themed diagrams about particu-
lar aspects of code, and had high involvement in class and layered diagram development.
     I am now studying how visualizations not only can be useful on an individual basis but how 
they can also be used as a form of communication that allows multiple programmers to collabor-
ate about software. A social network centered on diagram sharing provides an opportunity to col-
lect semantic information about code from tagged annotations, comments, and social ties; and I 
am currently studying how users can be motivated to participate in such communities.
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